Contest Guidelines
1. Contest Schedule
Application Submission
Deadline
Confirmation of
Participation
Quiz on Korea UK
Preliminary Round

Applications MUST be sent via email only by 25th May
All contestants should receive an email on 28th May confirming their
participation.
11am, 15th June 2019, Korean Cultural Centre UK

Result Announcement

15th June 2019

Quiz on Korea Final

It will be held during your 7 day-long stay in Korea in mid-September.
Actual dates will be announced soon.

2. Contestant Eligibility
ー Any UK national, who can speak Korean and/or English.
*The Final in Korea will consist of questions in Korean only.
ー Contestants and their immediate family members should never have held Korean
citizenship.
ー The winner of the Quiz on Korea UK Preliminary Round must be available to visit
Korea for the Final in mid-September [Actual dates to be confirmed].
ー Contestants should be aged 18 or over.

3. Submission of Applications
ー Please complete and sign the application and return the scanned file of the form to
yeppsinckj@mofa.or.kr by Saturday 25th May 2019.
ー All UK application forms will be accepted through the above email address only.
ー Subject of email should be as follows:
[2019 Quiz on Korea] your full name
ー The application form can be downloaded from the Embassy website
http://overseas.mofa.go.kr/gb-en/index.do
ー Confirmation email will be sent by 28th May.
If you do not receive a confirmation email by 28th May, please contact us.

4.

2019 Quiz on Korea UK Preliminary Round
ー Venue: Korean Cultural Centre UK
(Grand Buildings, 1-3 Strand, London WC2N 5BW)
ー Begins at 11am and light lunch will be served.
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ー Rules
i. Contestants will be divided into groups of 4-5 people, and each group will answer 10
quiz questions.
ii. The person with the highest score in each group will compete in the final stage of
the preliminary round, and they will answer 15 questions.
iii. The person with the highest score in the final stage will be the winner of the UK
preliminary round.
* The questions will cover Korean language, traditions, history, and entertainment, etc.
* Details may change depending on the circumstances.
ー For more information on types of quiz questions, please watch 2018 Quiz on Korea at
https://youtu.be/SBubnqr0DqQ

5.

Prizes
ー The Winner will be invited to Korea to participate in the Final.
ー Different gifts will be provided to those in 2nd and 3rd places and to everyone who
participated in the preliminary round.

6.

2019 Quiz on Korea UK Finalist
ー One winner from the UK-wide Preliminary Round will be invited to participate in the
2019 Quiz on Korea Final in Korea. The Final round will be filmed by KBS and
broadcast by KBS and KBS-World.
ー Flights and accommodation including meals will be provided. If the finalist wishes to
have someone to accompany him/her to the Final, then that person is liable for all their
own expenses.
ー The winner must be available to travel to Korea for a week in mid-September [Actual
dates to be confirmed].
ー If the winner is disqualified for any reason, such as false information, the next best
contestant will be awarded the prize.

NOTES
Applicants are encouraged to check their junk emails if they do not receive any emails from
yeppsinckj@mofa.or.kr by 25th May.
-END-
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